
Help organized thanks to the
support of the Helvetico-Polish

Collaboration Association

Help for

Ukraine

https://www.gov.pl/web/coe/help-for-ukraine


Jagodzin

Help at the border

From April to August 2022, food aid at the
border in Jagodzin covered 3996 people.
The purchase of food for the border post

was made possible thanks to the support of
the Helvetico-Polish Collaboration

from 04/2022 to 07/2022





Accommodation

from 04/2022 until now

From April 2022 to date (we continue to
increase is budget for accommodation)

temporary accommodation, thanks to the
support of the Ladybug Foundation, we

have covered 342 people. Often food aid
is possible thanks to the Helvetico-Polish

Collaboration.



from 04/2022 until now

From April 2022 to date, direct
assistance through the hotline, we have

covered 136 people. Thanks to the
Helvetico-Polish Collaboration, we were

able to provide several families with
intervention accommodation, many to

buy food, medicines, clothes, as well as
pay for rent several times housing.

Twice we bought small refrigerators and
once a computer for a family of 7 whose

children had no had a way to study. 

Hotline





children

Helping 

We have established cooperation with the
Voluntary Labor Corps from Radzyń Podlaski,
where there are 40 students from Ukraine on
their own, more than 20 of the poorest people
(some are from the orphanage in Ukraine) we

bought shoes, warm clothes for the winter,
now we are organizing a trip for them to

Krakow (December 5 and 6). All the time we
collect cleaning products and cosmetics for

them (OHP has no money for this). 







from 03/2022 until now

In May 2022, we created in Bratnik the first Polish-
Ukrainian Community Garden, which has been for

the past few months a place for Ukrainian and
Polish women to meet, work and play together.

Thanks to Helvetico-Polish Collaboration we paid
once the salary of Inga Mgebrova.

Community Garden





from 03/2022 to now

Humanitarian aid
 

At least once a month, our volunteers travel
to Lviv and the surrounding area to deliver

humanitarian aid collected by various
organizations. 

Thanks to the Helvetico-Polish
Collaboration funds the cost of this

transportation.





Transportation

We paid for the transportation of people from
Ukraine from aid stations to accommodation

points, as well as occasionally beyond the
borders of Poland (Switzerland, Germany). 



""Doloni Dotyk"

With the support of the Helvetico-Polish
Collaboration, we donated to the Ukrainian

NGO "Doloni Touch", whose headquarters near
Kiev was destroyed (after moving their

headquarters to Lviv, 2 Vladimir Shukhnevich
Street) equipment: computer, tablet, 5 x power

bank, multicooker. 



Association

"Dobrze Urodzeni"

We purchased 10 birthing
packages for women who had to
give birth in bunkers in Ukraine.



Humanitarian aid
 

 04/2022 

Boots, tents and yellow recognition tape
were donated to Kiev, for classmates of

our employee, who were sent in sneakers
to Zaporozhye.



03/09/2022

Meeting in Bratnik

03.09.2022 there was a visit of
Mr. Matthis Behrens to Bratnik,

during which we met directly and
discussed our cooperation.


